
Images are the best way to enhance your message on social 
media sites including LinkedIn. 

Guide: How to Post Images on LinkedIn

They help your posts stand out to be seen.

They support the message of your text.



LinkedIn Images

Profile Photo Guidelines and Conditions

Size: 400 x 400 px
Your profile picture is there to help others recognize you. Your 
photo can be removed by LinkedIn if your profile image 
doesn't include your likeness or a headshot photo. Some 
examples of photos that shouldn't be used are:
– Company Logos
– Landscapes
– Animals
– Words or phrases

All photos must comply with LinkedIn’s  User Agreement.  If they remove your photo, you can 
upload a different photo of yourself to remedy this situation. If we remove your photo 3 times, 
you won't be able to upload a photo to your profile again. 
Once you upload your image is now appears in a circle.

https://www.linkedin.com/static?key=user_agreement


Size: 1536 x 768 px(note* what shows in only about 200 px high)

Create a background image that represents you and your brand

Profile Cover Image



Size: 1200 x 800 px

Note* LinkedIn auto resizes images to fit the space so if 

the image is not exactly these dimensions, it will adjust. 
With that said, I recommend you center your design and 
text and not run it close to the edges. 

Creating your own image to match the post is ideal. Your 
posts will be more professional and build your brand.

Consider creating a custom image for your blog posts, 
announcements, events, ebooks and more.

LinkedIn Status Update Image



If you post an article such as something 
you read online and you want to share it 
to your network, you will copy the title 
and then the link to the article.  When 
you do, LinkedIn pulls a thumb nail image 
if there is one in the article.  The image 
size is 150 x 80.



Size: 550 x 375 px

LinkedIn Article Post Image 

Writing articles on the Pulse network is a great way to build authority and 
credibility.  A good article requires a great image to entice and enhance the content.

You want to be sure your image represents what the article is about.  



Image Specifications for Your Company Pages and Career Page



Image or Logo to Your Group

Image requirements:
Group Logo - up to 100 x 50 pixels, maximum size 100KB, PNG/JPEG/GIF format
Small Logo - up to 60 x 30 pixels, maximum size 100KB, PNG/JPEG/GIF format



If your logo doesn't meet the requirements above, it will
automatically be resized. You can use several tools to modify
your images including http://www.shrinkpictures.com and
http://www.webresizer.com.

http://www.shrinkpictures.com/
http://www.webresizer.com/


I recommend using the design program  www.canva.com which offers a free and 
premium option with simple pre-made templates.

Even if you are not a designer creating images is fairly simple with this tool.  They 
also offer stock images, some free and other you can purchase for $1.00 to further 
enhance your design.  You can also import images from any other stick image site or 
your own images!

Don’t want to design your own images?  Let our pro’s design them for you.

ORDER OUR ‘DONE FOR YOU’ CUSTOM IMAGE PACKS:
https://linkedinforbusiness.net/optimize-linkedin-status-updates-with-a-great-image/

Starting at $59

Tools for Creating Images

http://www.canva.com/
https://linkedinforbusiness.net/optimize-linkedin-status-updates-with-a-great-image/

